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Studying the Inter-Relation Between Locomotion Techniques and
Embodiment in Virtual Reality

Diane Dewez* Ludovic Hoyet† Anatole Lécuyer‡ Ferran Argelaguet§

Inria, Univ Rennes, CNRS, IRISA, France

Figure 1: Illustration of the four tasks performed by the participants in our user study, all in the full-body avatar condition. The
same tasks were also performed without an avatar. From left to right: Training task, Corridor task, Path-following task and
Columns task.

ABSTRACT

Virtual embodiment and navigation are two topics widely studied
in the virtual reality community. Despite the potential inter-relation
between embodiment and locomotion, studies on virtual navigation
rarely supply users with a virtual representation, while studies on
virtual embodiment rarely allow users to virtually navigate. This
paper therefore explores this potential inter-relation by focusing on
the two following questions: Does the locomotion technique have
an impact on the user’s sense of embodiment? Does embodying
an avatar have an impact on the user’s preference and performance
depending on the locomotion technique?

To address these questions, we conducted a user study (N = 60)
exploring the relationship between the locomotion technique and
the user’s sense of embodiment over a virtual avatar seen from a
first-person perspective. Three widely used locomotion techniques
were evaluated: real walking, walking-in-place and virtual steering.
All participants performed four different tasks involving a different
awareness of their virtual avatar. Participants also performed the
same tasks without being embodied in an avatar. The results show
that participants had a comparable sense of embodiment with all
techniques when embodied in an avatar, and that the presence or
absence of the virtual avatar did not alter their performance while
navigating, independently of the technique. Taken together, our
results represent a first attempt to qualify the inter-relation between
virtual navigation and virtual embodiment, and suggest that the 3D
locomotion technique used has little influence on the user’s sense of
embodiment in VR.
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teraction (HCI)—HCI design and evaluation methods—User studies;
Human-centered computing—Human computer interaction (HCI)—
Interaction paradigms—Virtual reality
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1 INTRODUCTION

Locomotion in immersive virtual environments is essential, as it
provides a way to explore an environment or to reach interactable
objects. However, unlike in real life, we cannot walk infinitely in a
virtual environment, as we are limited by the tracking space. Many
techniques have therefore been imagined to tackle this limitation [2].
Some of these techniques use virtual movement (i.e. virtual steering)
or physical motions but with lower interaction fidelity (i.e. walking-
in-place), i.e. which are not similar to the way we interact in real
life [33].

While these techniques have proved their efficiency, they have
however mostly been studied without the use of full-body avatars.
Embodying an avatar have proven beneficial, for example to improve
spatial awareness [13]. As their use in virtual environments becomes
more and more common, it also seems crucial to study the potential
impact of having a virtual body on locomotion. In particular, several
questions arise in relation to the use of avatars with existing loco-
motion techniques. Because previous work showed that locomotion
techniques involving physical movement can enhance the sense of
presence [50], we first ask the question: can different locomotion
techniques elicit different levels of “virtual embodiment” [22] (i.e.,
the appropriation of the avatar)? Also, the presence of a virtual avatar
was also shown to influence the perception of affordances [31], ob-
stacle avoidance [37] and perception of redirected walking [27]. We
therefore ask the second question: does embodying an avatar have
an impact on a user’s preference and performance depending on the
locomotion technique?

To explore these effects, we conducted a mixed-design exper-
iment in virtual reality. We used three widely used locomotion
techniques as a between-subject factor: real walking, walking-in-
place and head steering. We chose these techniques because they
are all continuous locomotion techniques, with different levels of
physical engagement and interaction fidelity. Participants performed
four tasks in the virtual environment, with two conditions on their
virtual appearance (within-subject factor): full-body animated avatar
or only 3D models of controllers. The results showed that, with the
chosen tasks, participants had a comparable sense of embodiment
with all techniques, and that the presence or absence of their virtual
avatar did not alter their performance while navigating. Still, they
generally preferred the condition with a full-body avatar, except in
the steering condition where opinions were more divided.



The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, related
work on avatars and navigation is presented in Section 2. Then,
Section 3 details the experiment performed to explore both the influ-
ence of the avatar on locomotion and the effect of three locomotion
techniques on the sense of embodiment. Section 4 describes the
results of the experiment, which are discussed in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 provides the concluding remarks.

2 RELATED WORK

This section presents previous work which studied navigation and
avatars. First, we review some general papers on navigation. Then a
few works which used avatars in their experiment are reviewed, some
of which explored the potential influence of avatars on navigation.
Finally, we present related work on the sense of embodiment which
contained a navigation task.

2.1 Navigation in Virtual Environments
Navigation in virtual reality has been widely studied [2], and many
techniques have been created to tackle the problem of limited phys-
ical space, like walking-in-place [47] or teleportation [9]. A re-
cent taxonomy classified these locomotion techniques into four cat-
egories: room-scale-based (natural walking), motion-based (e.g.
walking-in-place), teleport-based and controller-based (like the dif-
ferent types of steering) [8].

As most studies are typically technology-oriented, and mostly
focus on user preference or performance with a given technique,
they seldom evaluate the effect of the presence of an avatar. Few
experiments have added a virtual body during navigation tasks, but
often with the goal of enhancing the sense of presence or because a
virtual body was necessary to the implementation of the proposed
locomotion technique.

2.1.1 Avatars in Navigation Tasks
A minority of studies on navigation used a virtual body in their
implementation, in part because of the additional work involved in
terms of implementation in the past. For instance, Slater et al. [46]
added a virtual body in their virtual treadmill metaphor with the
goal of enhancing presence. However, the avatar was quite simple:
only the user’s right hand and head were tracked, and the rotation
of the virtual body depended on the head rotation. They used a
similar tracking with a more elaborated avatar a few years later in
their study on the influence of the locomotion technique on pres-
ence [50], which showed that walking elicited a higher sense of
presence than walking-in-place or flying. Other works also included
an avatar because of experimental requirements, e.g., with locomo-
tion techniques implying the use of a third-person perspective [40],
or to improve spatial awareness, e.g., by displaying feet to climb
stairs [39].

2.1.2 Effects of Having an Avatar on Navigation
Recently, some works started exploring the impact of having a virtual
representation during navigation. For instance, Kruse et al. [27]
explored the influence of displaying feet in the virtual environments
on perception of translation gains during redirected-walking. While
no effect of the feet was found, the environment richness seemed to
have an influence on the perception of translational gains. However,
feet can still be important for spatial perception, as it was found that
changing feet size can change the way we perceive a gap width as
well as our capacity of stepping over this gap [18].

Similarly, McManus et al. [34] found that people presented with
a virtual body performed better in a stepping stone task. This task
necessitating a good spatial awareness, the virtual body was helping
participants to know their location in the virtual environment, and to
easily step on the stones. It was also recently found that people had
a greater tendency to avoid an obstacle when they had a full-body
avatar [42]. In the context of affordances, Lin et al. [31] showed that

the presence of an avatar changed the users’ perception of being able
to step over a pole, but had no significant influence on their decision
to pass through a doorway, as recently confirmed by Bhargava et
al. [6]. The choice of rotating shoulders to pass an aperture and avoid
collisions was found influenced by the presence of an avatar [37].
Similarly, the avatar’s gender can also have an influence on affor-
dances, in particular in collaborative virtual environments. Buck
et al. [11] studied two-person joint actions while passing through
apertures, and found an effect of avatar’s gender on participants’
behaviour. However, these behaviours are a bit different and more
complex than the ones observed in real-life.

Recently, Park et al. [43] studied the influence of the visual self-
representation on user’s perception during walking-in-place. In a
preliminary study, they tested two types of feedback (visual walking-
in-place or natural walking). People reported a preference for the
natural walking animation, although it would sometimes display
unintended steps.

While more and more experiments therefore consider the effects
of displaying avatars, there is still no strong focus on the users’
perception, in terms of acceptance of the virtual representation.
Do they prefer to have an avatar? Do they easily embody their
avatar during navigation? Does embodiment affect navigation?
Embodiment is a recent concept that needs to be studied when
using navigation, especially because embodiment plays a role in our
behaviour, e.g., on how we interact with virtual objects [21], or on
how we perceive virtual object sizes [4].

2.2 Studies on Embodiment Using Navigation Tasks

The sense of embodiment towards a body B has been defined as
”the sense that emerges when B’s properties are processed as if they
were the properties of one’s own biological body.” [22]. It is often
divided into three subcomponents: body ownership, agency and
self-location. While in most experiments on the sense of embodi-
ment the user tends to stay at the same virtual position in the virtual
environment [3, 4], some experiments involved the user to navigate
in the virtual environment as is the focus of this paper. For instance,
some studies explored whether participants can feel embodiment to-
wards a walking avatar while remaining seated: Leonardis et al. [30]
found that providing vestibular and proprioceptive feedback could
increase the sense of embodiment; as for Kokkinara et al. [25], they
found that people felt agency over the walking with a first-person
perspective, but not with a third-person perspective. Similar results
were obtained by a study from Galvan Debarba et al. [15] which
found that without actually walking, participants could experience
ownership over a virtual body which walks, yet, they experienced a
lower sense of agency than when really walking. In contrast, when
walking, they showed that a sense of embodiment could be felt over
the walking avatar even with third-person perspective. The influence
of both perspective and avatar realism in a navigation task was also
studied by Medeiros et al. [35]. In their study, the virtual repre-
sentation was influencing the navigation behaviour: with the most
realistic appearance, participants’ paths were smoother and involved
less collisions. Other works have also explored other input con-
trol mechanisms, for example Cohen et al. [12] assessed the sense
of embodiment experienced when making an avatar walk using a
Brain-Computer Interface. Finally, Koilias et al. [24] showed that
the sense of embodiment, and in particular the sense of agency, can
be influenced by motion artifacts. Interestingly, the impact of motion
artifacts on agency is strongly dependent on the observation point of
view, where agency is more negatively affected by motion artifacts
when users are facing a mirror than when they are looking down at
themselves walking.

While these studies have not explored the influence of the loco-
motion technique on the sense of embodiment, some recent studies
have begun to take into account the link between locomotion and
embodiment. For instance, Oberdörfer et al. [41] studied the special



case of transition techniques and found no significant effect of the
technique on body ownership over a wooden manikin. Embodiment
is also beginning to be considered as an evaluation criterion when
implementing new locomotion techniques [36]. This paper therefore
studies embodiment while using different locomotion techniques.

3 EXPERIMENT

Our general aim was to explore the implications of having an avatar
while navigating in a virtual environment (VE). The first goal was to
study the potential differences between the locomotion techniques in
terms of perception of the avatar, mostly regarding embodiment, i.e.
whether different locomotion techniques can elicit different levels of
“virtual embodiment”. The second goal was to compare locomotion
techniques with and without a virtual body, which can influence both
user preference and performance. In this study, participants therefore
performed several navigation tasks with and without a virtual body,
using one of these techniques: real walking, walking-in-place or
head steering. We collected quantitative data as well as answers to
several subjective questionnaires.

3.1 Participants
Sixty-five participants volunteered to take part in our experiment.
The majority of them were students and staff from our research
center. Five participants were removed from the study: two because
of problems in data recording, two because of tracking issues and
one because of motion sickness during the first block. In the end,
sixty participants (age min=20, max=56, avg=28.9±8.4, 25 women
and 35 men) took part in our study. Participants did not receive
any compensation. They were all naive as to the purpose of the
experiment, and gave written and informed consent. The study
conformed to the declaration of Helsinki. Twenty-five participants
reported having no or little previous experience in VR (score 1 or
2 out of 7), twenty-four to have some previous experience in VR
(score between 3 and 5) and eleven to be experts (score 6 or 7 out of
7).

3.2 Apparatus
The experiment was developed using Unity (version 2019.1.0f2).
Users were tracked using an HTC Vive PRO HMD (equipped with
the HTC wireless adapter so that participants were not hindered by
the cable when navigating), two HTC Vive controllers, two HTC
Vive trackers positioned on the ankles to track the feet, and two
HTC Vive trackers positioned on a backpack to track the shoulders.
We used four HTC Vive lighthouses to track an 8m x 8m area. The
virtual environment consisted of a flat grassy ground surrounded by
fences, matching the dimensions of the physical space, with trees
and hills in the background (see Figure 2).

The positions of the headset, controllers and trackers on the ankles
were used to animate the avatar, using inverse kinematics (FinalIK
plugin). Participants were represented by gender-matched avatars
(visible in Figure 1). During calibration, participants were asked to
keep their feet and legs straight to adjust the avatar’s feet. They also
had to stand straight to adjust the avatar’s global scale based on their
height.

3.3 Locomotion Techniques
To better understand the influence of the presence of an avatar de-
pending on the locomotion technique, we selected different locomo-
tion techniques based on Boletsis’s taxonomy [8]: room-scale-based,
motion-based, controller-based and teleportation-based. In partic-
ular, we were interested in techniques that are commonly used in
virtual reality, and that involved a similar motion in the VE but
different levels of physical movement. Therefore, we chose the fol-
lowing techniques: Real Walking (RW; room-scale-based), Walking-
In-Place (WIP; motion-based) and Steering (S; controller-based).
Despite its inclusion in Boletsis’s taxonomy, we did not include

Figure 2: Left: Setup in the physical environment. The HTC Vive
with a wireless adapter was used to enable participants to physically
walk in an 8mx8m area. The tracking of the user’s motions was
enabled by the two hand controllers and two HTC Vive Trackers at-
tached to their ankles. Two additionnal HTC Vive trackers were also
positioned on a backpack to track participants’ shoulders. Tracking
was done using four HTC Vive lighthouses. Right: Overview of
the virtual environment: the navigation area was constrained by the
virtual fences which matched the limits of the physical space.

teleportation in our study as it creates a discontinuous movement
unlike the three other selected techniques. The different techniques
are detailed below:

• Real Walking (RW): Participants could physically walk in an
8m x 8m area. A 1:1 control mapping was kept between the
physical and the virtual motions.

• Walking-In-Place (WIP): we implemented a WIP algorithm
which detects walking patterns based on the position of the
ankles [10, 23], which were tracked using Vive trackers. Lo-
comotion was initiated whenever a first step was detected,
i.e., when the two ankles’ position had consecutively passed
above a given threshold (initial tracker position + 5cm). It was
stopped whenever a step had not been detected in the last 0.8s.
Because participants tend to take lower steps over time, the
threshold was decreased to a value equal to the initial tracker
position + 2cm after they started stepping. The thresholds were
determined empirically through iterative design and several
user tests. The direction was determined by the participant’s
head orientation.

• Steering (S): in this technique, participants navigated in the
virtual environment using a constant navigation speed while
keeping the Vive controller button held down, which is a com-
mon approach in both VR and video games. We chose a
head-steering implementation (i.e., navigation direction deter-
mined by the participant’s head orientation), as it is commonly
used, easy to get familiar with, and because the tasks in our
experiment did not require looking in another direction than
the one in which people were headed.

While previous work identified that people usually walk in real
situations at a comfort speed of approximately 1.3m/s [7], several
studies demonstrated that participants tend to walk slower in an
immersive VE [1, 5, 38], especially when wearing an HMD. We
therefore set the navigation speed of both the Steering and Walking-
In-Place techniques to 1.0m/s, which should approximately match
the speed observed while walking with an HMD [1, 5].

At this point, it also seems important to point out that for all
three techniques in our experiment, the avatar’s movements were
always driven by the participants’ actual movements when they were
embodied in a virtual avatar. This means that a) for the real walking
technique, the avatar walked as the participant physically walked;
b) for the walking-in-place technique, the avatar performed steps
on the spot like the participant, while being translated forward in



the direction in which participants were looking; c) for the virtual
steering, since participants did not move forward in the real world,
the avatar stood like the participant, moved its feet like the participant
when they turned on the spot, or ”slid” along the ground in the
direction participants were looking towards.

3.4 Experimental Tasks
The experiment was divided into four tasks (see Figure 1), which
were designed to ensure that participants were aware of their virtual
body, i.e. parts of the avatar were directly visible from the partici-
pant’s perspective. The main design principle for defining the tasks
was to ensure that participants were able to see different parts of
their virtual body during the experiment in a consistent way.

• Training task: The first task was a training task, which goal
was to get participants used to the virtual environment and
the locomotion technique. More precisely, participants were
instructed to navigate in the virtual environment, in order to
pick mushrooms on the ground by touching them with either
hand. This task lasted one minute.

• Corridor task: The aim of this task was to enable participants
to see their entire avatar moving, while navigating in a virtual
environment. They were therefore instructed to walk back and
forth in a corridor with mirrors at both ends. A line in front of
the mirror indicated where subjects were to turn around so as
to not go through the mirror. This task lasted two minutes.

• Path-following task: The aim of this task was to force partic-
ipants to look at their avatar, in particular at their feet, while
navigating. They were therefore instructed to follow a target
moving on an eight-shaped trajectory, both displayed at the
ground level. The target was always 50cm ahead of them so
that participants had to tilt their head, thus ensuring that the
avatar’s legs were inside their field of view. This task lasted
two minutes.

• Columns task: The aim of this task was to study people’s
behaviour while navigating around virtual obstacles. They
were instructed to navigate in a virtual environment filled with
2-metre high columns and to pick mushrooms as in the train-
ing task. In this task, people could therefore mostly see their
hands and arms. The mushrooms were always placed at the
same positions. They were displayed in groups of ten, with
new mushrooms appearing once all those of a series were
picked. The distance between columns was 1.45 times the
shoulder width of the scaled avatar, to ensure that any partic-
ipant could move through without necessarily turning their
shoulders (which requires an aperture-to-shoulder ratio lower
than 1.4 [37, 51]). This task lasted two minutes.

The tasks were always presented in the same order: training,
corridor, path-following and columns. As we were interested in
evaluating the overall users’ subjective experience, we considered
that keeping the same order would reduce the variability in their
subjective assessment. Furthermore, we did not compare the tasks
with one another.

3.5 Experimental Protocol and Design
First, participants signed the consent form. Then they were equipped
with the HMD, the controllers and the trackers.

We had two independent variables: Technique and Appearance.
For the Technique, we used a between-subjects design, so each par-
ticipant used only one locomotion technique. The three techniques
used were presented in Section 3.3. There were twenty participants
per group. For the Appearance condition, a within-subject design
was chosen. Two levels were used: Full-Body Avatar (FBA) and No

Avatar (NA). In the FBA condition, participants were represented by
a full-body gender-matched avatar holding a 3D model of an HTC
Vive controller in each hand, while in the NA condition, only the 3D
models of the Vive controllers were displayed.

Therefore, the experiment was divided into two blocks (FBA
and NA). In total, participants performed 2 x 4 tasks. To minimize
potential ordering effects, the blocks were counterbalanced and
there was a 5-minute break between them. Participants therefore
either performed all the four tasks (in the order presented above) in
the FBA condition, then all four tasks in the NA condition, or the
opposite (see Table 1). The whole session lasted about 40 minutes,
including the participant’s welcome, performing the experiment, and
answering questionnaires.

As dependent variables, we used both objective (performance)
and subjective (user preference, embodiment) criteria.

3.5.1 Objective Data

Objective data were measured in only two tasks (path-following and
columns tasks). No objective data were recorded during the training
task as the aim of the task was only to make users familiar with
the given locomotion technique. Similarly, there were no relevant
performance criteria in the corridor task.

• Path-following task: The mean distance between the path to
follow and the user’s position was computed as an objective
measure of performance.

• Columns task: We measured both the number of mushrooms
picked during the columns task, and the number of collisions
with the columns, as an objective measure of performance.
Because the number of collisions can also depend on the dis-
tance covered by participants, we normalized the number of
collisions by the distance covered (in metres). We counted
collisions between the participants’ shoulders (tracked by the
additional Vive trackers) and columns hereafter referred as
shoulder collisions.

3.5.2 Subjective Data

Subjective questionnaires were also used to obtain user perception
of the experience.

Embodiment questionnaire: We used the ownership, agency
and self-location questions from the embodiment questionnaire pro-
posed by Gonzalez-Franco and Peck [16] (see Table 2). These
questions were evaluated on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (Strongly
disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree). The questionnaire was administered
only after the FBA block.

Representation questionnaire: After each block, participants
were asked questions related to the virtual representation (R ques-
tions in Table 3). These questions were about both the virtual rep-
resentation seen indirectly in the mirror and in other tasks from the
first-person perspective. The goals of these questions were mainly
to detect whether people were disturbed by their representation
(RMirrorLogical and ROtherLogical) and whether they appreciated it
(RMirrorPleasing and ROtherPleasing). Each item was measured on a
7-point Likert scale. Participants answered these questions once
after each block.

Comparison questionnaire: Participants were also asked to
answer several additional questions after the last block, related to
whether they preferred the presence of an avatar or not (see Table 4).
Again, questions were rated on a 7-point Likert scale. Participants
could also associate an adjective with each Appearance condition,
explaining why they preferred to have an avatar or not, as well as
make free comments about the experiment.



SSQ: Additionally, the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire
(SSQ) [20] was given to participants before and after the experi-
ment, and we computed the difference between pre-experiment and
post-experiment scores to verify that there were no differences in
terms of sickness between the different conditions.

3.6 Hypotheses
Previous studies have shown the impact of physical implication on
the sense of embodiment [48]. Moving in the VE seems to let the
brain compare the movement intention with the feedback of the
action, which is one of the ways to increase the sense of agency [49]
if there is a match. This sense of agency can strengthen the sense
of ownership [19]. Thus, we expected that the higher the match
between proprioception and sensory feedback, the higher the felt
embodiment would be, leading to the following hypothesis:

H1 The sense of embodiment is influenced by the locomotion
technique. In particular, we expected the sense of embodiment
to be higher for techniques with a higher interaction fidelity
(i.e., RW > WIP > S).

In addition, because an avatar provides a better spatial aware-
ness [13], we expected that participants would avoid the columns
more in the columns task with the FBA condition. Participants could
also see the columns as a threat for their avatar. Thus our second
main hypothesis was:

H2 The presence of an avatar leads to less collisions with the
virtual environment.

Furthermore, we also included secondary hypotheses, related to
the other collected variables:

H3 People find having a full-body avatar while navigating in a VE
more pleasing and logical (R questions).

H4 People think that their representation is more disturbing when
using WIP and S than RW (R questions).

4 ANALYSIS

Mixed two-way ANOVA analyses were used taking into account
both the Technique (between-subjects) and the Appearance (within-
subjects) factors. We tested the normality assumption using the
Shapiro-Wilk normality test. When the data were not normal, we
applied an Aligned Rank Transformation (ART) on the data before
performing the ANOVA analysis. Tukey HSD post-hoc tests (α = .05)
were conducted to check significance for pairwise comparisons.
Kruskal-Wallis tests were however conducted when analysing results
depending only on the Technique (between-subjects), as the Shapiro-
Wilk tests significantly rejected the null hypothesis according to
which the data were normally distributed. Dunn’s post-hoc tests
were conducted to perform pairwise comparisons.

4.1 Effect of the Locomotion Technique on Embodi-
ment

First of all, we used a Mann-Whitney’s test to identify potential
ordering effects between the FBA and NA conditions. As we did
not find any significant effect, order will not be considered in the
remainder of the analysis.

We performed Kruskal-Wallis tests to explore differences in em-
bodiment ratings between the different techniques, using the ques-
tions about the senses of ownership, agency and self-location. We
only found a significant effect of the Technique on the question
SLlocated about self-location (χ2 =9.623, p<0.01). Dunn’s test revealed
that the RW condition obtained significantly higher scores than WIP

and S conditions (see values in Table 2). We did not find any sig-
nificant difference between any of the three techniques for all the
other questions. These results therefore do not support H1. Medians
and quartiles for each question are available in Table 2. Although
not significantly different, the scores for the questions OsomeoneElse
and OsomeoneElseMirror were higher for the RW condition. We also
computed the overall ownership, agency and self-location ratings us-
ing the recommendations from Gonzalez Franco and Peck [16], and
did not find any significant difference. Overall, the agency ratings
(M =5.00, SD=0.81) as well as self-location ratings (M =5.43, SD=1.09)
were high. For ownership, the scores were slightly lower (M =4.60,
SD=1.21).

4.2 Users’ Performance and Collision Avoidance
We performed a mixed two-way ANOVA to study the potential dif-
ferences between the different techniques (between-subjects factor)
and the avatar conditions (within-subjects factor) on the objective
measures of the path-following (mean distance to trajectory) and
columns task ( shoulder collisions, number of collected mush-
rooms).

We did not find any main effect of the Appearance or interac-
tion effects on these objective measures (see Table 5). In particular,
this result does not support H2 (no influence on the number of
collisions). These results were also confirmed by participants’ an-
swers to the subjective questions about the ease of tasks (questions
CpathEasier and CcolumnsEasier in Table 4, which results are detailed
in Section 4.3.2). Participants did not find the task easier in one or
the other Appearance condition, which is coherent with the objective
data.

4.3 Users’ Preferences
We also performed a mixed two-way ANOVA to explore the dif-
ferences in the subjective answers between the different conditions
(Technique and Appearance). Some questions were meant to indi-
rectly compare appearance between the two blocks, while others
were meant to directly ask participants which condition they pre-
ferred at the end of the experiment.

4.3.1 Representation questionnaire
For the questions about the virtual representation, we found a main
effect of Appearance for the question RMirrorLogical (F1,57 =4.48, p<
0.05). Post-hoc tests showed that participants felt that being embodied
in an avatar was more logical (Mdn =5, IQR=3−6) than without (Mdn =

4, IQR=3−6). We also found an effect of Appearance for the question
ROtherPleasing (F1,57 =9.341, p<0.01). Only the results of RMirrorLogical
and ROtherPleasing support H3.

Also, we observed that participants provided lower ratings for the
RMirrorLogical and RMirrorPleasing questions compared to ROtherLogical
and ROtherPleasing respectively. Being in front of the mirror seemed
to have a negative impact on the participants’ answers.

No effect of the locomotion Technique was found on questions
about representation, which does not support H4.

4.3.2 Comparison questionnaire
Regarding the questions directly asking participants to compare
conditions, the results show a slight preference for the condition with
an avatar, with all medians ≥4 for Cpre f erBody. Yet, we observed
a polarization for S (see Figure 3), some participants not at all
preferring having a virtual body (≤2), and others showing a high
preference (=7). These results were not visible for the WIP and RW
conditions in which participants provided more consistent answers
with a slight preference over the avatar. Regarding the questions
asking to compare the level of ease between the two blocks (see
Table 4, CpathEasier and CcolumnsEasier), participants did not find the
path-following and column tasks to be easier in one condition or
another (answers around 4), independently of the Technique.



Table 1: The two possible orderings of the experiment based on the avatar factor. While the representation questionnaire was administered after
each block, the embodiment questionnaire was only administered after the FBA condition.

1) SSQ Full-Body Avatar Rep. + Embodiment No Avatar SSQ Rep. Comparison

2) SSQ No Avatar Rep. Full-Body Avatar SSQ Rep. + Embodiment Comparison

Table 2: Summary for body ownership (O), agency (A) and self-location (SL) questionnaires. This table reports the
median and interquartile range for each question. When significant differences (Kruskal-Wallis test) were found between
techniques (NW, WIP, S), the descriptive statistics for each technique are provided.

ID Questions Median[Q1;Q3]
NW WIP S

OownBody I felt as if the virtual body was my own body 5[3;6]
OsomeoneElse I felt as if the virtual body I saw was someone else 4[2;5]
OmoreOneBody It seemed as if I might have more than one body 2[1;3]
OownBodyMirror I felt as if the virtual body I saw when looking in the mirror was my own body 4[2.75;5.25]
OsomeoneElseMirror I felt as if the virtual body I saw when looking at myself in the mirror was another person 3[2;5]
Acontrol It felt like I could control the virtual body as if it was my own body 5[5;6]
Acaused The movements of the virtual body were caused by my movements 6[5;7]
Ain f luencing I felt as if the movements of the virtual body were influencing my own movements 3[2;5]
AmovingItsel f I felt as if the virtual body was moving by itself 2[1;3]
SLlocated I felt as if my body was located where I saw the virtual body 6[6;7]1 5[4;6]2 5[4;6]2

SLoutBody I felt out of my body 2[1;4]

Techniques sharing a superscript were not significantly different (Tukey HSD α = .05)

Table 3: Summary for subjective questions on the virtual representation (R). This table reports the median and interquartile
range for each question. When main effects of appearance factor or interaction effects were found, the descriptive statistics
for each appearance are provided.

ID Questions
Median[Q1;Q3]

FBA NA

RMirrorLogical When facing the mirror, my virtual representation when navigating in the VE was confusing(1)/logical(7) 5[3;6] 4[3;6]
ROtherLogical In other tasks, my virtual representation when navigating in the VE was confusing(1)/logical(7) 6[4;6.25]
RMirrorPleasing When facing the mirror, my virtual representation when navigating in the VE was disturbing(1)/pleasing(7) 4[3;5]
ROtherPleasing In other tasks, my virtual representation when navigating in the VE was disturbing(1)/pleasing(7) 5[4;6] 4[4;5.25]

* indicates that an interaction effect was found

Table 4: Summary for comparison questionnaire. This table reports the median and interquartile range for each
question. There was no significant effect (Kruskal-Wallis test) of the Technique factor.

ID Questions Median[Q1;Q3]
NW WIP S

Cpre f erBody I preferred having a body vs. not having a body 5[3;6.25]
CpathEasier I felt that performing the path-following task was easier with an avatar vs. without an avatar 4[3;6]
CcolumnsEasier I felt that performing the columns task was easier with an avatar vs. without an avatar 4[4;5]
CbehaviourDi f f erent I have the impression that my behaviour was different with an avatar vs. without an avatar 5[4;6]

Table 5: Performance results: mean distance to trajectory (in cm),
ratio of shoulder collisions, and number of picked mushrooms

FBA NA
Mean distance M =8.14, SD=2.96 M =8.50, SD=2.91

Ratio shoulder collisions M =0.35, SD=0.41 M =0.37, SD=0.38
Nb mushrooms M =22.7, SD=7.13 M =23.45, SD=6.41

4.4 Additional Analyses

While we did not find that the presence of an avatar affected the
number of collisions with the environment, previous studies have

shown that people being embodied in an avatar usually tend to avoid
obstacles more in the virtual environment [37, 42]. Therefore, we
decided to explore this effect in more details by analyzing whether
the number of collisions could be influenced by the level of embod-
iment reported by participants. In order to investigate this effect,
we computed the correlations (Spearman) between the embodiment
questionnaire and the amount of collisions in the FBA condition
(as we did not ask embodiment questions in the NA condition).
Regarding self-location questions, we found a significant negative
correlation between the question SLlocated and the ratio of shoulder
collisions (r=−0.31, p<0.05). We did not find similar correlations for
the questions about ownership or agency. This result suggests that



Figure 3: Scores by Technique for the question Cpre f erBody; no
significant difference between the techniques but a high dispersion
for the S condition.

people who felt that they were co-located with their virtual body col-
lided less with the environment. Variations in cybersickness scores
over the course of the experiment were not significantly different
between techniques (χ2 =0.87, p=0.65).

5 DISCUSSION

This study explored the potential inter-effects between the use of
locomotion techniques and avatars. The first goal was to study the
effect of the locomotion technique on embodiment, while the second
goal was to explore the impact of the presence of an avatar during
navigation, depending on the technique. In this section, we discuss
the results on the sense of embodiment,collision avoidance, and
finally user preference.

5.1 Embodiment
Our first main hypothesis was that the choice of a locomotion tech-
nique would influence the sense of embodiment. In particular, we
expected high-fidelity locomotion techniques, requiring more phys-
ical movements, to elicit a higher sense of embodiment, similarly
to previous results on the sense of presence [47, 50]. Contrary to
our expectations, there was no significant difference on the level of
embodiment between the locomotion techniques, suggesting that the
choice of a technique does not influence the participants’ sense of
embodiment.

Two potential reasons may explain this result. A first potential
explanation is that participants had a total control over their avatar
movements, no matter what technique they used, which has been
shown to play a primary role in the sense of embodiment [14]. For
all tasks, when participants moved, the avatar moved accordingly,
therefore there was always a coherence between participants’ move-
ments and the feedback. Even for the steering technique, participants
had to reorient their body to perform the tasks and were aware of
the upper-body motions (e.g. holding the controller in front of them,
picking mushrooms). Even though participants were mostly sta-
tionary when using the walking-in-place and steering techniques,
they still felt a high sense of embodiment, which is consistent with
studies in which people embodied avatars even though they were
not moving [15, 25]. However, contrary to related studies [25], the
avatar was not necessarily walking in these conditions (especially
with the steering technique) in our study. Having an avatar sliding on
the ground did not seem to affect participants’ sense of embodiment.

A second explanation of our results could be that visual incon-
gruities due to animation quality might have slightly disturbed par-

ticipants. Even though the difference was not significant, we noticed
slightly lower ownership scores in the walking condition, which
would be in contradiction with our hypothesis. Because it is the
most realistic and high-fidelity technique of locomotion, people may
have more expectations in terms of matching between the visual
feedback and their proprioception. It is known that the match be-
tween visual and motor signals plays an important role in inducing
a sense of ownership [26], and that motion artifacts can affect the
sense of agency while walking [24].

In summary, our experiment suggests that total control of avatar
movements might contribute more to embodiment than the coher-
ence between avatar movements and camera motion, although arti-
facts or differences between participants’ real movements and the
avatar’s movements can modulate their sense of embodiment. Fur-
ther studies will be required to better assess the contribution of
the upper-body and lower-body control, as well as the impact of
animation artifacts on the sense of embodiment.

5.2 Collision Avoidance
Our second main hypothesis was that people would collide less
with the columns when embodied in a full-body avatar, however it
was not supported by the results. In general, we observed different
behaviours among participants, some avoided obstacles while others
went through them. Participants who ignored the columns reported
that they did it to pick the mushrooms faster, and because they
were not disturbed by going through them, contrary to people who
avoided them. This result differs from other studies that have found
that people tended to avoid obstacles when they were embodied in
a realistic avatar, but these studies used obstacles on the trajectory
of the hand [3] or at lower height [42]. We believe that the task
and the obstacles could explain the difference in our results, as the
avatar may have not contributed to avoid the columns. First, the task
required participants to focus on finding and picking the mushrooms
which could have diverted their attention. Second, the obstacles
might not have been close enough to compel the participants to use
a body reference to avoid collisions.

5.3 Preference
5.3.1 Logical and pleasing aspects
We expected that people would find the condition with a full-body
avatar more logical and pleasing. For the logical aspect, this was
the case for the task involving a mirror. However, some participants
reported that the avatar’s movements were sometimes “disturbing”,
for example that the knees would bend too much compared to what
they were doing. The absence of an avatar was still perceived as less
logical, where several participants reported negatively about seeing
only controllers in the mirror condition. Participants did not find it
significantly more logical to have a full-body avatar in other tasks.
This may be due to the fact that most VR applications currently
only use floating hands or controllers as virtual representations,
and that participants were therefore not surprised by this simpler
representation (controllers only). For the pleasing aspect, the results
were significant only for the tasks not involving the mirror. Although
participants appreciated having a body visible from a first-person
perspective, they did not find it more pleasing to see the avatar in
the mirror. A potential explanation could be that several participants
reported being disturbed by the difference in external appearance
(clothes, haircut, morphology) of the avatar compared to their own,
yielding lower scores on this question.

5.3.2 Preferred condition
There were several questions asking participants whether they pre-
ferred the condition with or without an avatar. In particular, we
expected that participants would prefer the condition with an avatar,
and would find the navigation tasks easier to perform in such cases.
The high variance in the answers to the question “I preferred having



a body” shows different categories of people. Some participants
were really disturbed by an absence of body and preferred having an
avatar. Such participants described the experience with adjectives
like “realistic” or “immersive” to describe the condition with an
avatar. Other subjects did not prefer any of the conditions, or tended
to prefer the condition without an avatar, as the avatar could be seen
as “an obstacle” or too different from them that it was more disturb-
ing than helping. This could potentially be explained by them being
more task-oriented. They described this condition with adjectives
like “easy”, “transparent”, “unconstrained” or “less disturbing”.

The most used words for the condition with an avatar were: funny
(9), easy (8), disturbing (7), realistic (6), immersive (5) and interest-
ing (5). For the condition without avatar, it was: easy (9), simple (6),
interesting (5) and disturbing (5). While adjectives for the condition
without an avatar were more focused on tasks achievement (easy,
simple), it is interesting to point that positive adjectives related to
immersion and realism only appeared in the condition with an avatar.
However, while our results show a slight preference for having an
avatar in the navigation tasks of our experiment, it is possible that
this preference is not directly related to the task but that it might be
common to virtual experiences. It would therefore be interesting
to explore potential effects of the task on this preference in future
studies.

5.3.3 Ease of tasks

Similarly to the work by Lugrin et al. [32], the presence of a virtual
body to perform the tasks did not seem to impact the user in terms
of performance or preference. Similarly to their study using an
action-based game, our experiment contained goal-oriented tasks,
especially in the columns task. In particular, some participants of our
experiment reported that they only needed the controllers to perform
the tasks. They therefore seemed to have been more focused on
achieving the task, possibly reducing the awareness of the presence
of the avatar. For tasks where they had to notice the avatar (mirror
task and path-following task mostly), some participants considered
the avatar as an obstacle or an annoyance that was diverting them
from the task. Our results need to be considered relatively to the
tasks, and other tasks could be tested. For example, tasks which need
a body reference and a finer control of the avatar, like the stepping
task in the work by McManus et al. [34], could be investigated.

5.4 Limitations and Future Work
One of the limitation of this study is related to the degree of realism
of the avatars and their animation. For instance, the calibration only
adjusted the global scale of the avatar, while other papers studying
avatars and collisions used more precise calibrations [37]. Several
solutions are now starting to appear to easily and precisely calibrate
an avatar to the participants morphology [44], which could help in
the future to more accurately measure collisions with the environ-
ment. In terms of animation, several participants were also disturbed
by the leg movements, especially when physically walking in front
of the mirror. It was previously found that offset rotation of joints
can affect embodiment [24]. It could therefore be interesting to run a
similar study with higher-quality motion capture systems to evaluate
whether differences in terms of embodiment could be influenced
by the animation quality in such cases. Still, animating avatars
with Inverse Kinematics as performed in this study is a common
procedure in such embodiment studies [17, 45]. Similarly, it would
be interesting to investigate different levels of avatar realism, as it
was found to influence embodiment [28], and to explore potential
inter-effects with the locomotion technique.

Even though people felt a sense of embodiment while using
walking-in-place and steering techniques, some participants noticed
that the feedback was strange, especially in front of the mirror. As
future work, it would be interesting to study different types of vi-
sual feedbacks for the techniques. As an example, several studies

have started to compare different feedbacks for the walking-in-place
technique [29, 43], which can be walking animation, synchronous
stepping or running animation. Different types of avatar anima-
tion could lead to different levels of embodiment, with the goal of
finding one optimal feedback for each locomotion technique that
would guarantee logic, naturalness and embodiment. Other loco-
motion techniques might also be studied. For instance, this paper
did not focus on teleportation because, unlike the three techniques
evaluated, it does not imply a continuous movement. It would be
interesting to study this commonly used technique with an avatar, as
Oberdörfer et al. [41] started with a wooden manikin, e.g., by study-
ing different effects or types of avatar animation in combination with
teleportation.

6 CONCLUSION

The study presented in this paper explored the inter-relation be-
tween avatar embodiment and locomotion techniques. The study
considered three locomotion techniques requiring different user in-
volvement (walking, stepping in place, limited physical movement)
and three main tasks involving a different awareness of the virtual
avatar that participants had full control of. Overall, we found that
people experienced similar levels of embodiment with the three lo-
comotion techniques and that the coherence of the avatar’s motion
with respect to motion of the virtual environment did not create any
disruption in the sense of embodiment. Our results represent a first
attempt to qualify the inter-relation between locomotion and virtual
embodiment, and suggest that the locomotion technique used has
little influence on the user’s sense of embodiment in VR when the
user has a full control of his avatar movements.
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